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Ps vita remote play rear touchpad not working

I have a question regarding the remote play driver program for PS vita. Does anyone know a way to remap the controls to our preferences? The touch pad is god terrible for using r2 and l2, half the time you have to slide your fingers around just to find the sweet points. It is absolutely terrible for combat to see how it is your main attack and block. I tried to go into the ps4 settings
and change the controller configuration there, but it does not work for vita controls. I also tried the configuration in the vita itself but it has no option to reassign the touch controls. Any help is much appreciated! I was able to play Vita using good remote play the other day and the rear touchpad worked fine. Now whenever I play remotely, the rear touchpad won't work and it makes
me use the front screen for R2/L2, etc. Is there a way to switch it back? Page 2 9 comments So I decided to pull the trigger on Tearaway since it was $20 more in GameStop-land this weekend. But when the game starts appropriately and you are instructed to use the rear touchpad for the first time, nothing happens. I just finished Assassin's Creed Liberation and it worked well to
open the letters you find throughout the game. I was wondering if anyone had any advice or if they wanted to run into the same thing while trying to play. Thank! I had the same problem. Reboot Vita and it will work again. That's how I fix it. So I decided to pull the trigger on Tearaway since it was $20 more in GameStop-land this weekend. But when the game starts appropriately
and you are instructed to use the rear touchpad for the first time, nothing happens. I just finished Assassin's Creed Liberation and it worked well to open the letters you find throughout the game. I was wondering if anyone had any advice or if they wanted to run into the same thing while trying to play. Thank! try using the Welcome Park app and check that the Rear touchpad works
there.. Will I go ahead and assume you tried to touch all parts of it? I knew that I had to change from big to small hands because at first I had to basically touch the middle of the touchpad, and not the edges. try using the Welcome Park app and check that the Rear touchpad works there.. Will that try that I'll go ahead and assume you've tried to touch all parts of it? I knew that I had
to change from big to small hands because at first I had to basically touch the middle of the touchpad, and not the edges. Yes, I did it. It doesn't help. I had the same problem. Reboot Vita and it will work again. That's how I fix it. Will try alongside the welcome park It's odd. I've heard that once or twice on twitter in the past and wonder if the problem is late Vita or at the end of
Tearaway's. If the Vita reboot doesn't fix it - can you tell me: when you try to touch the rear touch pad, do you see a subtle pink spot behind the transparent paper (which will be our fingertips showing the back) or a bump on the paper? It's a subtle effects but that would say if Tearaway is seeing contact or if information is missing in the first place. (nb- I'm a programmable
programnist for that part, hoping to solve any problems that may exist if we can) I had the same problem, a reboot of Vita fixed it.. I think it's a Teraway problem– but it's not like I have many edit headlines to try it on. I had this exact problem and rebooted Vita fixed it for me. I only met it once while playing through the game. I'm not sure exactly what caused it – maybe it started
when Vita came out of standby, but I can't be sure. bock – When I met it, I thought I saw subtle blob under transparent paper, but I couldn't be 100% sure. Regardless, thank you for helping to make such a great game! Not a Tearaway problem, but I noticed a similar problem in warframe when I was playing remotely. I can't use the rear touchpad for R1 and L1. I get little graphics
telling me that I'm hitting them in the top center of the screen, (so I know the touchpad is being recognized) but I can't melee etc at all. Maybe it's a wider operating system problem? This happened in... Frobisher said something. I think very often the touchpad will not initially initially, only happens to me once and shuts it down. I had a similar problem in Tearaway, I tried to lift a
record to get under, but no matter what I did, how quickly or powerfully, slowly or gently, all I wanted to be able to do was make a small bump and wobble it , I couldn't figure out what I had to do and fired it off for a while. When I came back to it then, it worked fine - the logs lifted right up and I trotted along no problem. My front touchscreen came up on me while playing it last night
as well. Just quit the game and restart the hardware, working like a dream afterwards. yes, as others have said: 1) Restart Vita (completely turn off the power, let it go for a few seconds and then turn it back on). 2) Experiment with Welcome Park. I'm not even going to start Tearaway yet. 3) If it doesn't work with Welcome Park then try making sure you have the latest system
updates (and if you don't have the latest system updates then get that and repeat steps 1 and 2). 4) If it still doesn't work then it sounds like a hardware problem. If you don't mind, you can try re-setting the factory's default settings and try Welcome Park again. Perhaps a virtual device that has broken and reset the factory's default settings may help. Otherwise, if there is still a
problem, bring it back instead or talk to Sony. 5) If it works in Welcome Park then try Tearaway. If it doesn't work in Tearaway then try Bock's suggestion in and let him know what's going on. Let us know in this topic regardless of what happened so we'll know what fixed it for you. yes, as others have said: 1) Restart Vita (completely turn off the power, let it go for a few seconds and
then turn it back on). 2) Experiment with Welcome Park. I'm not even going to start Tearaway yet. 3) If it does it work with Welcome Park then try to make sure you have the latest system updates (and if you don't have the latest system updates then get that and repeat steps 1 and 2). 4) If it still doesn't work then it sounds like a hardware problem. If you don't mind, you can try re-
setting the factory's default settings and try Welcome Park again. Perhaps a virtual device that has broken and reset the factory's default settings may help. Otherwise, if there is still a problem, bring it back instead or talk to Sony. 5) If it works in Welcome Park then try Tearaway. If it doesn't work in Tearaway then try Bock's suggestion above and let him know what's going on. Let
us know in this topic regardless of what happened so we'll know what fixed it for you. Will do, what application is it in Welcome Park? Sorry, at work, not being able to pull it off atm Is not a Tearaway problem, but I noticed a similar problem in Warframe when I was playing remotely. I can't use the rear touchpad for R1 and L1. I get little graphics telling me that I'm hitting them in the
top center of the screen, (so I know the touchpad is being recognized) but I can't melee etc at all. Maybe it's a wider operating system problem? Warframe uses some misguided remote play controls. Like down on the dpad is to aim and right on the dpad is to cut. Unplayable indeed I think. Will do, what application is it in Welcome Park? Sorry, at work, can not pull it out of the ATM
there, I do not know. I never touched Mr. Park him; I've just come off of other people's advice to use it as a test for the rear touch pad. Perhaps another option would be to open up a PS1 or PSP game (if you have one) and get into the rear touchscreen control options, only to see if the rear touch pad is responsive outside of Tearaway. Annnd reboot works like a charm. Not sure
what the hell it's about, but I kicked it up and had lunch and confirmed everything was an-okay*) Had the same problem, so everyone else experienced this problem, restartING DOES fix it. It's nice to hear that. Go enjoy some Tearaway now (well, after work). Thank you for let us know what happened. Warframe uses some misguided remote play controls. Like down on the dpad
is to aim and right on the dpad is to cut. Unplayable indeed I think. Odd since the configuration control in the options is not anything like that. Just had this happen to me. Was afraid my rear contact was dead! So glad this topic was here to help me fix it! Reboot works like a champion! This also happened to me about midway through the game. Reboot Vita fixed it for me Already
same problem twice so far, reboot Vita fixes the problem. Really discouraging and annoying though, I've not loaded up Tearaway since it finally happened. Like many others, I had the same problem. Touchpads are sometimes difficult to control, just like when trying to hold. Usually restart the game fixed it. I wasn't able to get the audio part working with the echo, but in the end just
ignored it. Great game, love it. Very difficult in parts but but one of the better experiences I've had in a while. Just had this happen to me. Was afraid my rear contact was dead! So glad this topic was here to help me fix it! Reboot works like a champion! Happened to me in the first days I was messing around with my Vita, I've been playing for 2 months now and it didn't happen
again fortunately
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